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synthesis of a new class of compounds with interesting pharmacological properties. [structure: see text] Compounds with structural features similar to
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Borland Delphi Architect Edition 8.0 Serial Number Keygen for All VersionsÂ .Q: Does EF Code First Triggers already exists for SQL Server I'm looking for a trigger to
convert foreign key values on specific columns in a table. As my database is SQL Server. These are the structures I want to apply a trigger on. public class Parent {
public int Id { get; set; } public int OtherId { get; set; } public Child Child { get; set; } } public class Child { public int Id { get; set; } public int ParentId { get; set;

} public string Email { get; set; } public Other Other { get; set; } } public class Other { public string Name { get; set; } } Right now, i've the first record a trigger is
applied to. INSERT INTO Child SELECT 1, NULL, 'email@example.com' I want to apply the trigger to all of them. Does EF Code First provides any such feature?
UPDATE: I want to apply the triggers as I'm in a disconnected scenario where i will be adding these models / tables dynamically. As triggers will be run when

inserting and updating these tables, i'll be using an Event Listener to run the trigger programmatically. A: I'm not sure but you could achieve this by going with the
fluent API. This will probably create triggers for you but you can write your own too and they will definitely be based on the foreign key constraint.

modelBuilder.Entity() .HasRequired(c => c.Parent) .WithMany(p => p.Children) .HasForeignKey(c => c.ParentId); modelBuilder.Entity() .HasRequired(c =>
c.Other) .WithMany() .Has
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